
Your staffing, 
sorted faster

Our cloud-based phone 
system making you more 
responsive than ever.

Hays Talent Solutions



This is the whole story
Hays Talent Solutions is a leading recruitment 
agency with over 10,000 staff across 33 countries. 
Marc Rutherford, New Zealand Operations Director, 
tasked his Vodafone Business Account Manager with 
increasing productivity and making cost-savings at 
the Auckland-based International Sourcing Centre 
he oversees.

Marc says, “The team was growing at quite a rate 
and the PBX infrastructure we had in place could 
not accommodate the move to the flexible working 
approach that we wanted to adopt. This was 
compounded with skyrocketing costs of landline  
and mobile calls to Australia”.

“Something needed to change and our brief to 
Vodafone was to make recommendations to move Hays 
Talent Solutions to a better, more flexible, cost-efficient 
and cloud-based telecommunications platform”.

Maximising business opportunities
International Sourcing Centre (ISC) staff were signed up to Vodafone’s One Business Mobile plan which:

•  Offers flexibility and scale by providing all the calling features of an office phone system, with  
a landline number for users’ mobile phones.

•  Minimises unanswered business calls as the service transfers from mobile phones to any number.  
If a team member is busy, they can arrange to have their incoming calls diverted to an available colleague.

• Allows staff to work together with the inclusion of instant messaging and audio conferencing.



Benefits summary
For Hays Talent Solutions, the benefits of the switch are broad and include:

Cost savings on calling and hardware 
•  As a trans-Tasman team with a significant amount of business based in Australia, Hays Talent Solutions  

had historically spent thousands of dollars each month on toll calls to Australia. With unlimited standard  
calls to Australian landlines and mobiles, their bill was cut by half.

•  ROI was very positive as physical infrastructure was replaced by a cloud-based PBX at all their sites,  
negating significant upfront and ongoing costs.

Happier and more productive staff 
•  Staff can now take advantage of flexible working, keeping in contact with their teams and customers  

from wherever suits them.

•  Teams can now optimise their sales and services models, as up-to-date record reports calculate average  
handle time (AHT) and show how time is being utilised.

Better service 
•  The new online portal has allowed personnel to make changes immediately, re-routing calls when staff  

are absent from the office. Previously, an IT specialist had to make any changes to call flow set-ups like  
IVR or hunt groups, leading to delays and increased costs.

A change for the better
Marc is delighted with the move to Vodafone  
One Business, “It really is a different workplace now,”  
he says. “There is no need to sit at a desk in an office,  
we have truly realised flexible working.”

“The new system was easy to implement, the 
comprehensive online guides meant we didn’t  
need Vodafone to be on site to train us, and the 
transition was seamless.”

“These benefits, coupled with the cost savings and 
increased productivity have led to us looking at 
installing this solution in our New Zealand head office 
before rolling out the service nationally.”

Business issues Vodafone One Business solutions
  Huge costs of landline and mobile 

calls across a trans-Tasman company
   Monthly phone bills reduced by 50%

  Traditional outmoded business model 
of landlines and desks in office

  Staff can now work flexibly and remotely – increasing productivity

  Technician required to re-route 
calls in the event of staff absences 
which could take up to 24 hours to 
implement

  An online portal and app allows Hays Talent Solutions staff to 
make changes in real time without the need for support from a 
specialist technician. This allows IT staff to focus on other aspects 
of their job

  Ongoing costs for telecoms 
hardware

  As Vodafone One Business is a cloud-based platform, there is 
no physical infrastructure like a PBX or phones that need to be 
purchased, maintained and housed

If you would like more information about how  
Vodafone One Business can help you to transform your 
workplace, talk to your Vodafone Account Manager  
or visit vodafone.co.nz/vodafone-one-business
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